Abstract-Aiming at the problems of mathematical formula identification in printed Chinese document images, a method based on EEN feature function is proposed. First, the EEN (Edge to Edge Notation) feature function which reflects the changing situation of connected components is defined, and corresponding algorithm which can extract the function value of image features is designed. Then, the characteristics of EEN feature function that it can reflect the distributions of images in horizontal and vertical directions intuitively and adequately is utilized to realize the layout analysis on symbol level and the basic information extraction of text lines. Finally, a locating method of isolated formulae and embedded formulae in printed Chinese document images is designed by using both the layout features and the content features of mathematical formulae. The experimental results show that this method can avoid the problems of the existing methods that their location accuracy is frequently affected by the symbol parts obtained from connected areas. It has good ability in layout composition discrimination and formula identification. 
I. INTRODUCTION
As a special information carrier, mathematical expressions are not only the important components in many scientific documents, but also an important language among scientific persons. The study about mathematical expression recognition could be traced back Manuscript received October 24, 2016; revised December 7, 2016 . *Corresponding author to 1968, Anderson [1] who first put forward the analysis and recognition problems of mathematical expressions. After that, the attention about the mathematical formula recognition has being increased.
Mathematical formula identification in printed document images or PDF documents is the first step of mathematical formula recognition. The related research works have been carried out for a long time. One of the earliest studies of formula identification was Lee and Wang [2] , they used Bayes decision rule to divide isolated formulae and plain text lines according to the differences between them. In embedded expression extraction, the special mathematical symbols and structures were recognized firstly. Then, these symbols were used as the centers for finding all the embedded expressions in expand range. Fateman et al. [3] , [4] proposed a formula extraction method with bottom-up strategy. First of all, the connected components were searched. Then, they were classified and merged to make up formula areas. So that the formulae could be extracted and the exact position of each formula could be obtained. Literature [5] proposed a formula locating method for Chinese documents which was composed of three steps called the extraction of Chinese characters, the extraction of embedded formulas and the identification of isolated formula. First of all, they used decision tree to distinguish Chinese characters and non-Chinese characters. Secondly, the semantic information of formula symbols, the subscript relation information among symbols and the grammatical information of formulae were all used to locate embedded formulae from the non-Chinese characters. Finally, the Gaussian mixture model was utilized to identify isolated formulae. In [6] - [9] , the content, layout and context features of text lines and words were extracted in digital documents. The text lines and words were classified by using SVM to locate isolated formulae and embedded formulae firstly. And then they improved the method and they combined the rule-based and learning-based method together to detect both isolated formulae and embedded formulae in PDF documents. And they used the preprocessing and postprocessing rules to make the extracted content more accurate. Baker et al. [10] proposed an isolated formula locating method for PDF documents. According to the ratio of the size of mathematical symbols and the number of ordinary text words in text lines, the isolated formulae were located. In literature [11] a method that could extract formulae automatically based on circular projection statistics was designed. This method collected key information through projection to record the differences between the area of Chinese characters and formulae according to the features of symbols' width, spacing and density. And those differences were utilized as a reference for formula area identification. Li et al. [12] classified text lines and segmented Chinese characters by adding new features. And they used the feature that the change of the ratio of Chinese characters' width and height in a certain range to do the second comparison, so as to determine the embedded formulae. At last they used the contour tracking method to identify the formulae. Literature [13] proposed a method which could process the document images with the mixed pictures and text. It could reduce the effect on the results of formula extraction caused by pictures and tables in documents, and improve the accuracy of formula extraction. In [14] , a content-based mathematical formula extraction method of Postscript documents with Word and LaTeX was proposed. According to the features of Chinese documents themselves, literature [15] used both statistical features and fuzzy logic based decision rules to extract isolated formulae. For embedded formulae, first, the statistical feature was used to make coarse classification for Chinese characters in images, and then meticulous classification by using the content features, so as to realize the extraction of them.
In conclusion, the method based on text line/word features would have problem that it would cause oversegmentation by using traditional classification strategy of text lines, which would result in the partial locating of formulae. The extraction methods based on symbol recognition frequently generate the error results that identify the characters as formula symbols, formula symbols as English characters. They were also easily influenced by the error recognition results caused by touching symbols. Some methods could not properly analyze the document layout containing graphs and tables. In order to solve these problems, an EEN feature function is defined for mathematical formula extraction which could express the distribution features of document images in horizontal and vertical directions and neglect the internal structure of characters which is useless for formula location. Based on the EEN feature function, a method of mathematical formula identification in printed Chinese documents is proposed which could analyze the documents' layout and identify the isolated formulae and embedded formulae with a better effect.
II. DEFINITION OF THE EEN FEATURE FUNCTION
In this paper, we assume that the coordinate origin is in the upper left corner of images, and the scan order of the connected components in document images is line by line from top to bottom. The connected components are pixels in images that match a kind of connectivity rules (4 neighborhood connectivity or 8 neighborhood connectivity) and are represented by the same label [16] . The EEN feature function is defined on the basis of the pixel connected rectangles on the images of printed document layouts.
A. Optimization of the Connected Components
In the results of searching connected regions in images, the multi-component symbols would generate multiconnected areas. So, before the EEN feature function is defined, the connected areas that belong to the same symbols should be merged to reflect the distribution of the symbols.
Let 1 P , 2 P be any two adjacent connected regions whose coordinates of the upper left corner and the lower right corner are 1 : P (( 
Then merge them. The formulae in document images can be divided into two types called isolated formulae and embedded formulae. The isolated formulae locate on single lines. While embedded formulae coexistence with ordinary texts. In addition, the columns situation would also influence the formula extraction. The documents may be single-column layout or double-column layout. The main difference between them on formula identification is that we should identify formulae on the left area and right area respectively in the double-column document images. However, the extraction algorithms of them are consistent. So this paper takes the single-column document images as the object to analyze.
A. Layout Analysis
A document layout usually contains header, footer, table, text and other fields with the single-column layout or double-column layout, which would cause certain interference on formula locating. In order to accurately extract formulae, it is necessary to analyze the layouts of document images before formula identification.
1) Determination of the layout column
The characteristic that there are no connected areas or less connected areas in vertical midline of the layout is used to judge whether the document is a double-column one. We need to obtain the left text areas and right text areas of the document if it's a double-column document by the value of (0, )(0 ) EY i i Width . The algorithm is shown in algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Determination algorithm of layout column
INPUT: binary images of printed document OUTPUT: the value of IsDouble 
B.
Formula Identification In this paper, before to identify the formulae, we should extract the features firstly by using EEN feature function including the line features and connected components features as shown in Fig. 1 . In Fig. 1 , the black areas represent the bounding boxes of the connected components of Chinese characters, the same below in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 .
The line features are defined as follows in EEN mode.
(1) The height of a row (9) n  (10) Then / Indentabs sum n  (11)
1) Isolated formula identification
Isolated formulae have many differences in geometric characteristics compared with the other components on document layouts. So it is relatively easy to locate isolated formulae by using EEN feature function. The isolated formulae are divided into several types in this paper.
(1) Indent type Take the isolated formula shown in Fig. 2 as an example. It has an important feature that the minimum horizontal ordinate of the formula lines is the biggest one in all lines or between Margin -l and Indentabs . We can use it to locate the isolated formulae. However, the titles of tables also have the same feature. So it's necessary to use the average height of rows AverH to further determine them. When the minimum horizontal ordinate of the line p is meet the (12 
Then all the characters between sp j and ep j are isolated formula characters and we should recorded them into the array _ Formula is . (2) Aligned type Take the isolated formula shown in Fig. 3 as an example. The isolated formulae in this type has an important feacture that the minimum horizontal ordinate of formulae is equal with Margin -l or Indentabs . 
Then all the characters between sp j and ep j are isolated formula characters and we should recorded them into the array _ Formula is . B). Aligned with Indentabs When the minimum horizontal ordinate of the line p is meet the (14) .
(( Figure 4 as an example. The feature of these formulae is that it contains the upper part or lower part, and they are all alone in a line. It is easy to be lost during positing due to the upper part or lower part belongs to a small component. So it is necessary to make a re-determination. 
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2) Embedded formula identification
The embedded formulae exist in ordinary text lines. There are many differences in size and ordinate between embedded formula symbols and Chinese characters. Therefore, we must to find these differences for realizing embedded formulae location. For isolated formulae, the method can ignore the internal structure of characters. It's easy to get the result directly by making use of layout and content of the formulae with EEN feature function. When the height of isolated formulae is too small or the minimum horizontal coordinate of formulae is equal to Margin -l or Indentabs but the height is smaller than AverH , the locating errors will occur. This is because the embedded formulae exist in text lines, their location mainly use the size features. And the punctuation and the upper right corner will also produce some influences for it.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we describe a mathematical formula identification method based on EEN feature function for printed Chinese documents. This method can make use of the layout features of documents and the geometry features of mathematical formulae to achieve identification work. The value of EEN feature function can intuitively reflect the layout characteristics of document images. It is a useful tool for the analysis of layout columns, extraction of the information of characters and text information. With the help of it, the layout analysis and formulae identification can be realized. The main advantage of isolated formulae identification based on EEN feature function is that it can avoid the influence caused by character components. The accuracy of embedded formulae depends on whether the characters can be merged correctly. The errors in merging characters would easily produce the locating mistakes of character areas which would result in the embedded formula be separated in two-parts. For these shortcomings, we will improve the parameters and identification algorithms to raise the accuracy of formula extraction in the future work.
